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Reviewer's report:

In abstract, add an S to results and conclusion.
Line 64 to 68, is this all the same study, if you put the ref number after the first sentence, on line 65. If not, the Ethiopia study needs a reference.
Line 80, used drug that results in, instead of resulting in
Line 86, after Jimma, say only took those children
Line 93 What was the sample you took the subjects from and how many. Did anyone say no
Line 97 Is the questionnaire published, if so add reference
Line 110 who examined the slide and were they trained, say by a trained xxx
Line 120 after participants ad a comma and and, then take out then. Make this one sentence
Line 137 put the Hgb’s in brackets so it will be easier to read and separate from the % give in line 138
Line 173, I don’t see how the Tanzania study support your results, as they did not report cotrimoxazole or green vegs, please explain this better

Conclusion- why do you think the eating green vegs mattered, did those children also not eat meat, explain your thoughts on this.

Ref 3, what is this, a presentation given, a paper, what
Ref 8, make the I in infection a lower case letter
Ref 18- make U in university lower case and check thoughout, sometimes it’s capped sometimes lower case

Check title caps, Study is capped but other words are not
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